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Donors live in a multi-channel world and philanthropy is adapting accordingly. However, abandoning 
direct mail in favor of online communication exclusively, is not the best solution. Direct mail remains 
the workhorse in terms of generating the most revenue and net income; however, responses can 
be maximized by strategically delivering your message across multiple platforms.

Since donor behavior tends to follow consumer trends, it’s helpful to look at changes in retail 
purchasing to see how the online dimension is growing and here to stay:

• According to hotelmarketing.com, in 2016 “90% of airline travel involved going online 
compared to just 50 percent in 2006.” 

• Over the 2016 Thanksgiving-Black Friday weekend, more people shopped online than in 
stores (fortune.com). 

• There is even a shift within online shopping—now, more than half of online purchases are 
made from mobile devices (imrg.org).

These trends are echoed in the ever-increasing proportion of annual giving that comes in online 
instead of in reply envelopes. Does this mean that direct mail fundraising is dead? Not at all, for 
several reasons:

• Donors tend to be older individuals (age 50+) who are in the check-writing habit.

• While online giving is growing, it still accounts for only 7.1% of overall fundraising revenue.1

• As a long-form medium, direct mail provides the best platform for compelling messages 
and persuasion, and is consumed more thoughtfully. 

• Research indicates that retention is strongest when donors are engaged across multiple 
channels, with direct mail as an essential part of the mix.2

• There is some evidence that even Millennials (“digital natives”) prefer reading in print.  
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/why-digital-natives-prefer-reading-in-print-yes-
you-read-that-right/2015/02/22/8596ca86-b871-11e4-9423-f3d0a1ec335c_story.
html?utm_term=.c80bb2516803

However, using direct mail to reach donors, even as giving is migrating online, has led to some 
confusion about what motivates response. Here’s a typical scenario:

A nonprofit tallied response to its year-end direct mail appeal and concluded that response 
had dropped, from 1,500 to 1,250, year-over-year. Meanwhile, online giving soared, from 
200 gifts to 700 gifts. However, when the direct mail file was compared to online gifts, it was 
discovered that 400 of the online gifts came from donors who had received the mailing. The 
adjusted conclusion: the sum of both channels working together increased results overall.
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The lesson is that digital fundraising and direct mail don’t exist in silos. They reinforce one another, 
and allow donors to choose how they prefer to make their gift. The aggregate effect (which is the 
only way that results can now be analyzed) is that integrated fundraising gets the best results. 
 

Case Study: Maximum Results
A client recently expanded its digital presence in conjunction with its fall acquisition campaign. As a 
baseline, looking only at the strategic elements that were used in both 2015 and 2016, results were 
up by 16% (this is an imperfect comparison because some of the increased response in 2016 is 
undoubtedly due to the increased presences online):

2 Mailings + Limited Digital Responses

Fall 2015 2305

Fall 2016 2677

Additional Multi-Channel Touches in 2016 Responses

3rd Mailing 658

Giving Day (online) 511

Honor / Memory Gifts (online) 275

Other Digital (social media ads, etc.) 195

Total additional responses due to expanded strategy 1,639

In 2016, the client added a 3rd mail drop and expanded its digital strategy, with an online Giving 
Day and targeted social media ad buys, lifting results significantly: 

It’s important to note that the prospect universe did not expand—the fundraising strategy did. The 
result was an 87% increase in response from a similar-sized audience.

Conclusion
Integrated fundraising is more impactful than the sum of its parts. Direct mail response is improved 
when paired with digital marketing, and digital response increases when online activity is timed with 
mailings. Moreover, nonprofits have little choice but to move in this direction. It’s what donors want. 
 

Notes
1Blackbaud Charitable Giving Report: How Nonprofit Fundraising Performed in 2015
2Nonprofit Research Collaborative: NRCNov2012 Report
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